A generic building block for C- and N-terminal protein-labeling and protein-immobilization.
Expressed protein ligation (EPL) and bioconjugation based on the maleimide group (MIC-conjugation) provide powerful tools for protein modification. In the light of the importance of site-selectively modified proteins for the study of protein function, a flexible method for the introduction of tags and reporter groups into the C-terminus of proteins employing EPL and MIC-conjugation was developed. We describe the solid-phase synthesis of a generic building block, equipped with fluorescence markers or different functional groups. This generic building block allows for a flexible incorporation of different tags into proteins and was used for the introduction of fluorescence markers into the C-terminus of Rab and Ras GTPases by EPL or MIC-conjugation techniques. In addition, a building block appropriately modified for the incorporation of an azide into proteins was synthesized. Azide-functionalized Ras protein was immobilized on a phosphane-modified surface by means of Staudinger ligation providing a highly chemoselective ligation method for the immobilization of proteins.